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Abstract. Let S bc a finitely generated submonoid of a free monoid A*. Let It be an endomorphism 
of A” which maps S into itself. Let ES be the submonoid of all strings x in A” which are eventually 
mapped Into 5 by h, i.e. the strings .X for which there exists a non-negative integer i such that 
h’(.u) is in S. Then ES is a constructable regular language. Applications of this result are given 
to the st&v of periodic behaviors of morphisms. _ 
1. htrodurction 
Several recent papers [ f -71 have dealt with for INS of periodic behavior of sequences 
{Iz’(x): i 3 0} where x lies in A* and h is an endomorphism of A*. These behaviors 
are treated in the most systematic way in 161 and are summarized in [5]. The result 
presented here is an outgrowth of this previous work and is a particularly close 
relative of [3]. However, the proof is independent of this previous literature and 
uses only elementary concepts and two classical decidability results all of which 
can be found in [S]. 
2. The rN!suit an some of its co uences 
Let A be a finite set and let W be a finite subset of the free nzonoid 
ubmonoid generated by Wand let e an endomorphism qfA* Jar w 
h(w) lies in S jk each w in W. Let ES = (x in : there is an i 20 for which h’(x) 
is in S]. men there is a J % 0 for which ES = h J (S) and ES is a constructable r gular 
language. 
The proof is given in Section 3. 
[ 1,2,6] that for each endomorp 
v is primitive and h p(L”( v) = ve’ 
that depend on v) is a finite set t 
shown to be the key to the un 
se at for each v in 
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the finitely generated submonoid S(o) = (v, h(v), . . . , h p(“)-l( u)}* is cllosed under 
h since h P(“)( 0) = ve(‘). From Theorem 2.1 it follows that ES(v) is a constructable 
I=~@w language. This fact is applied in the next paragraph. 
Recall that a DOL system G = (A, h, x) consists of a finite alphabet II, an 
endomorphism h of A*, and an initial string x in &Al*. Such a systelm defnes the 
language {h’(c): i 2 0). A DOL system G = (A, h, x) is periodic [2) if there are 
non-negative integers i, p and e, with p positive, such that II “(h’(x)) = ( ckn ‘( x))4 In 
[3] it was shown by a highly detailed analysis that the set L = {x in A*: (A, h, x) is 
periodic} is a constructable non-counting regular language. That L is at least regular 
is easily derived from Theorem 2.1: Observe that a string x tLat generates an infinite 
!anguage can lie in L only if there is a v in the se. v and an i>O for which h’(x) 
is in v*. i.e. only if x is in the set ES(v), where S(v) is the submonoid defined in 
the previous paragraph. Since each set ES(v) is a constructab!e regular language, 
L is also a constructable regular language since L = (U { ES( v): v in V}) LJ F* where 
F is the set of symbols in A that generate finite languages. 
In [S] a string w was said to be an eigenword of k having eigenvalue if h(w) = we. 
I-tie primitive eigenwords of iz having eigenvaiues >i art: a SU’OS~~ ojl” K T&SC 
eigenwords were first constructed in [l], although the eigen terminology was not 
used. The construction of the set V can be reduced to the construction of the 
primitive eigenwords [Sj. The eigenwords were used as the core objects in discussing 
periodic behaviors in [S] where the submonoid generated by the set of all eigenwords 
was called the eigen submonoid of A. 35; chussirrg the set i?y in Theorem 2.i to 
consist of the primitive eigenwords of eigenvalue > 1 together with the symbols in 
A that generate finite languages we obtain the follcwing. 
CoroElary 2.2. The set {x in A*: h’(x) is in the ei.yen suhmnnnid nf k ,fnr Tome i =Z O> 
is a constructable regular language. 
Let us say that a IDOL system G = (A, h, x) is piece-wise periodic if there is an i a 0 
and a factorization h’(x) = x1x2 . . l x, for which each of the DOL systems (A, h, Xj), 
Z sj s n is periodic. The languages generated by these systems are easily expressed 
in “closed form” as the union of a finite set with a finite number of sets each of 
which has a concise description using a cluantifier on exponents of exponents. 
Corollary 2.2 and its derivation from Theorem 2.1 generalize easily [S, Section 51 
to yield the following. 
Corollary 2.3. TIze set {x in A”: (A, h, x) is piece-wise periodic) is a constructcbie 
regular language. 
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ing S can be constructed and from it an automaton recognizing h-‘(S) can be 
constructed, ii -wiil fdiow that ES is a constructable regular language once we have 
found the appropriat- b J and confirmed the equation ES= K’(S). 
!%Ch of oiir attention wili be focused on prefixes and suffixes of the words in 
the finite set W. We consider only proper prefixes and suiiixes, but we do consider 
the null string 1 to be both a proper prefix and a proper suffix of each non-null 
word. Of particular concern will be those prefixes and suffixes which, ir_ a sense, 
“cyclicly generate themselves”. Let CP (resp. CS) be the set of all those proper 
prefixes p (resp. suffixes s) of words w in W for which there is an i a 1 for which 
k’(p) is in Sp = {xp: x in S} (resp. h’(s) is in sS = {sx: x in S)). Calculate CP (resp. 
CS) using the fact that a prefix p is in CP (resp. a suffix s is in CS) precisely if the 
iilieiStX;-ihri UT iiie higuage gcneraied by the DOE system G = (A, A, h( p j j (~es;p. 
G = (A, H, h(s))) with the regular language S’ (resp. sS) is not empty. See 18, 
Theorems M(4) and 5.61. Define a positive integer valued function Per(p) on CP 
(resp. Per(s) on CC) by letting Per{ p) (resp. Per(s)) be the least i for which h’(p) 
is in Sp (resp. h’ \ 1 is in sS). Cakulate the value of Per( y ) for each p in CP and 
Per(s) for each s in CS. 
Recall that a symbol a in A is finite with respect to Ice if the number of distinct 
strings generated by the DOL system (A? h, a) is finite. Calculate the set F of !kite 
s:<mbols of A. See [S, Example !.?I or [9]. r‘r~fidn ^ _ _^ UG~~~AG an integer valued ftifihm 
Period(a) on F as follows. Let i 5e the least non-negative integer for which there 
is a js 1 such that hj(?r’(a)) = h’(a) and then, with i determined, let Period(a) be 
the least j 2 1 for which the same equation holds. Calculate the value of Period(a) 
for each a in E 
Let P be the least common multiple of the set {Per(p): p in CP) u {Per(s): .q in 
CS} u {Period(a): a in F}. 
Observe that, when the b appearing in the definition ES = {x in A;“: there is an 
ia0 for which I?‘(X) is in S) is replaced by any positive power h” of h, the set ES 
is not changed. This means that in this proof we may replace h by hM for any 
positive integer M. We choose to replace h by hP where P is the integer defined in 
the previous paragraph. To further lighten the notation we will now replace hP by 
h. This process is often used in treating DOL systems and is called “speeding-up”. 
With the new significance of tl (i.e. tk new h is the old kp), we now have all 
periods equal to 1, i.e. Per(p) = 1 for every p in CP; Per(s) = i for every s in CS; 
and period(a) = 1 for every a in F. We prepare for a second speed-up by calculating 
what might be thought of as irdices which we associate with various settings. 
Let TR be the set of all triples (s, a, p) in CS x A x CP for which &HZ is a~ i 3 0 
for which h’(a) is in sSp = imp: x in S}. Calculate the set TR using the fact that 
(s, a, p) is in TR precisely if the intersection of the language generate by the DOL 
system G = (A, h, a) with the regular language sSp is not empty. See is, Theorems 
1.8(4) and 5.61. Define the integer valued function lIn(s, a, p) on the set TR by letting 
II@, a, p) be the least i 2 I) for which h’(a) is in sSp. Calculate In@, 0, p) for each 
(s, a, 0) in TR. 
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For each proper prefix p (resp. s&ix s) of each w in W define Ind(p) (resp. 
Ind( s)) to be the least i 3 0 for which h’(p) is in CP (resp., /j’(s) is in CS). Calculate 
Ind( p) for each p and Ind(s) for each s. 
Since, for each finite symbol a in A, our speed-up factor P is a multiple of Per(a), 
we may &fine, for each such Q, Index(o) to be the least i 2 0 ~CIP ~/hi& h@‘(a)) = 
h”(a). For each infinite syhiwo: ---t-1 iri A -we let Index(a) “oe tl,e least i 2 0 for which 
the length of the string h’(a) exceeds twice the length of the longest string in W. 
Calculate Index(a) for each Q in A. 
Let I be the largest integer in the set {In(s, Q, p): (s, a, p) in TR} LJ {Ind(p): p a 
proper prefix of a string in W) u {Ind(s): s a proper sutix of a string in W} u 
(Index(a): a in A}~{li. 
-We now speed up by a factor of I, i.e. we shift our attention from h to h’. As 
before, we lighten the notation by replacing h’ by h. With the new significance of 
h (i.e. the new h is the old r’i’ -which is the older (h ‘)’ ), we now have all periods = 1 
and all indices s 1, i.e. In(s, a, p) s 1 for every (s, a, p) in TR; Ind( p) =S 1 for each 
prefix p of each w in W; ind( s) s 1 for each suffix s of each w in W; and Index(a) s 1 
for each a in A. 0ur total speed-up is by a factor of PI. 
We may now assign the value of the integer J in the statement of 
Theorem 2.1: J = PI. We complete the proof of the theorem by showing that 
ES = h-‘(S). 
That h-‘(S) is contained in ES is immediate, so we have only to verify the reverse 
inclusion: let x be in ES. We must show that h(x) is in S. The case in which no 
infinite symbol in A occurs in x is trivial since then h(x) = h’(x) for ;dll i 2 1. Thus 
we continue under the assumption that there is at least one occurrence of an infinite 
symbol in x. 
For some n 2 1, x = X~U,X, . . . Xi-luiXiui+lXi+l . . . X,_,u,X,, where each Xi, 0~ is n, 
is in F” and each ai, 1 s is n, is an infinite symbol in A. Since x is in ES there is 
aja0 for which hi(x) is in S. Forj s 1 it follows immediately that h(x) is is S, so 
we continue under the assumption that j 2 2. Let k = hj. Then k(x) = 
J&!k(a,)k(x,! . . . k(Xi-l)k(uijk(Xi)k(Ui+l)k(Xi+l) . . . k(Xn_,)k(U,)k(Xn) is in S= 
W*. We complete the proof by showing that k(x) in S implies h(x) in S. The tool 
to be employed is the pair of conditions that we have arranged by our choice of 
J = PI: All periods = 1 and all indices are s 1. Recall also that from the definition 
of Index(a), the choice of I insures that, for each infinite symbol n, the length of 
h(a), and therefore also the length of k(~), exceeds tw:--- IL& the izmrgth of the longest 
string in W. 
The xJ, 0 s j s n are easily bar: dled: k(Xj) = h(Xjj. From the fact that k(x) is in 
S = -PI@ it follows that for the various aj, 16 j G n, there is at least one global set 
of choices of representations k(Uj) = SjWjpj satisi’ying t)r_e fcllnwing six 
conditions: 
(1) each sj is a proper suffix (possibly null) of a j;tring in W; 
(2j eacl- Wj is in W+ = WW* = WS; 
(3) each pi is a proper prefix _dpossibly null) of a string in W; 
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(4) k(x& is in s; 
(5) Pik(xi)si+* is in S for l~iSn-I- and 9 
(6) p&(x,,) is in S. 
There may be several such global choices Gnc:: x-e have not assumed that W is a 
code, i.e. we have not assumed that the submonoid S is free on W. Vie may assume 
that each of the sj is in CS and that each of the pj is in CP for the following reason. 
If either of these conditions fails to hold for a given global choice of representations 
then, after replacing k by its composite with h, the conditions must hold by the fact 
that our second speed-up factor I is greater than or equal to each of the Ind(p) 
and Ind(s) defined above. 
From the choice of J = PI, i.e. from our two step speed-up of the original h, from 
each of the equations k( aj) = SjWjpj it follows that each h( aj) afso possess a decompo- 
sition h( aj) = sjbjpi with exactly the same Sj and pj and with Uj in Se C~~~~r~~~tly 
h(x) = ~(X~)~(~,)~(X,) . . . ~(Xj-~)~(~i)~(x~)~(~~+~)~(xi+*) l l l ~(x~-,)~(u~)~(x~) =
mdslu,P*wl) l l ’ k(xi-l)si~~iPi~(Xi)Si+lUi+rPi+lk(xi+,) l . l ~&-~~I~~P~MJ is 
also in S by conditions (4), (Si and (6) and the fact that each Uj is in S. Cl 
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